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Abstract

We consider here the type of short-term memory which manifests itself in the form of
sustained activity of a neuron or a cluster of neurons. We assume that, due to the stochastic
release of neurotransmitter at synapses, the sustained activity has a limited lifetime. The
parameters controlling the average lifetime are analysed mathematically using the pRAM model
of a neuron receiving its own spikes as feedback. Beside giving short-term memory properties,
self-feedback loops increase the gain of feature detecting neurons. The biological counterpart
of the pRAM based model of short-term memory is then discussed.
As an example of how to exploit the combined properties of feature detection and short-term
memory, we propose a multilayer neural network where feature detecting nodes maintain their
activity until detectors of more complex features in higher layers have used their information.
The lower layer activity is then shut down via inhibitory feedback. Such a network is self timed
and can realize parallel and serial pattern recognition tasks. Short-term memory properties can
also be used to realize a neuronal AND-function, a sequence detector and a neuronal timer.
That timer can generate the gated signals assumed by Grossberg and Schmajuk [1989] in their
model of classical conditioning.

1 Introduction
In physiological terms, short-term memory (STM) or \working memory" refers to
the temporary storage of information needed to perform a later mental or physical
operation. STM is for instance tested in delayed matching experiments where the
presentation of a cue determines the response to a stimulus given at a later time.
In such experiments, the delays between cue and stimulus can be as long as 32 sec
[Fuster et al., 1981]. At this time scale, short-term memory is electrophysiologically
correlated with the sustained ring of speci c neurons. These so-called short-term
memory neurons have been observed in various parts of the cortex, in the motor cortex
[Smyrnis et al., 1992], in the supplementary motor area [Mushiake et al., 1990], in the
prefrontal cortex [Funahashi et al, 1989] and in areas IT and V1 in the visual system
[Fuster, 1990].
At shorter time scales, up to 2-4 sec, information may also be stored in the form
of a temporary modi cation of membrane properties. Such a mechanism has been
assumed in models of the articulatory loop [Burgess and Hitch, 1992] and of temporal
discrimination in classical conditioning [Grossberg and Schmajuk, 1989]. It is possible
that both storage mechanisms are used by the same neural system.
The sustained activity of STM-neurons is assumed to arise within a group of
mutually excitatory neurons. Such an activity, called "reverberation", was assumed
to be able to last for a very long time. Caianiello [1961] even proposed that the role of
sleep was to extinguish the excess of reverberations. Reverberating circuits, although
not using spiking neurons, are extensively described in monographs by Rashevsky [1960]
and Grossberg [1982].
An important aspect of the information transmission between biological neurons is
the probabilistic nature of the release of neurotransmitter at synapses [Taylor, 1972;
Pun et al., 1986]. As a consequence, the duration of reverberations is limited and
governed by statistical laws. In section 2 we analyse the statistical properties of the
simplest possible reverberating circuit, consisting of a pRAM model of a neuron [Gorse
2

and Taylor, 1990] with a self-feedback excitatory connection. Properties such as decaytime, rise-time, frequency gain and methods to control the reverberation are presented.
We then relate the properties of the pRAM based model to the characteristics of
biological short-term memory neurons in section 3. We discuss the possible biological
"self-feedback" mechanisms, the control mechanism of STM neurons and the stochasticity of synapses.
In section 4 we describe a number of applications of STM neurons. We describe
how STM allows the realization of a neuronal AND-function. We propose a self-timed
neural network capable of parallel and sequential pattern recognition. Some properties
of this network are discussed, in particular concerning the conditions under which
short-term memory neurons may be observed in biological systems and the role of
inhibitory feedback. Also, we present a modi cation giving that network the capability
of performing sequence recognition. Finally, we address the question of reliable time
estimation by using stochastic short-term memories and propose a neuronal timing
circuit. Such a neuronal timer has the properties required to explain temporal characteristics of classical conditioning [Grossberg and Schmajuk, 1989].

Figure 1: A 2-pRAM neuron with self-feedback. Each spike produced by the pRAM
has a probability 01 of initiating a new output spike. Each input spike, on input 1,
has a probability 10 of initiating an output spike.

2 The pRAM as a stochastic short-term memory
2.1 The pRAM with self-feedback

The pRAM [Gorse and Taylor, 1990] is a device operating in discrete time steps and
produces spikes according to the following rule. At each time step, it observes the
spike activity at its N inputs, which is represented by a bit string  containing N
bits which are either "0" or "1". This bit string is the address of a memory where a
ring probability  is stored. By comparing this value  with the number produced
by a random number generator, an output spike (a \1") is then produced with the
probability  .
3

Let us consider a pRAM with 2 inputs ( gure 1). The input 1 is connected to an
input line. The input 2 receives a feedback connection from the output. This device
behaves as a stochastic short-term memory when its parameters are set in such a way
that a previous output spike can generate a new output spike and cause a self-sustained
activity.
As an example of such parameters, let us rst set the ring probability 00 corresponding to the input con guration [0,0] (no spike present at any of the two inputs)
to zero, such that no spontaneous activity be permitted. Let us then set the ring
probabilities corresponding to the input con gurations [1,0] and [1,1] to 10 = 1 and
11 = 1. With these values, each input spike on input 1 will produce an output spike.
Now let us set the ring probabilities corresponding to the input con gurations [0,1] to
01 = 0:98. In this way, each output spike will cause a spike with 98% probability when
the input 1 is silent (con guration [0,1]) and will cause a spike with 100% probability
when the input 1 is also active ( 11 = 1). The probabilistic action of feedback spikes will
eventually cause the sustained activity to stop. This gives the stochastic characteristic
to this device.

2.2 Decay time

When the input 1 is stopped, the pRAM will continue to re with, at each time step,
a probability of 2% to stop. The duration t of the output spike train can therefore
only be characterized by a probability. The probability Prob(nt) of the activity in
the loop to survive n simulation time steps decreases following the law:

Prob(t = nt) = ( 01)n = e; t
 = ln(1=t )
01

(1)

This decreasing probability is illustrated by the peri-stimulus histogram shown on
gure 2A where 01 = 0:98. Assuming a time-step of t = 2ms this value of 01 would
correspond to a time constant  = 99ms. Due to the averaging over many runs, the
probability to observe a spike after a given number of time-steps after the end of the
stimulation appear as an exponentially decaying curve. This is similar to the decay of
the potential in a leaky capacitor. However, while the potential can be measured at any
time, the survival probability is not an observable. The activity of the pRAM during
each single run is maximal during a certain number of time steps and then stops. The
smooth decay is the e ect of averaging over many runs. Examples of individual spike
trains are shown in gure 2B.

2.3 Rise time

When an input spike does not systematically cause an output spike, in the case of
10 < 1, then there is also a rise time in the onset ring probability. The probability
Prob(k) for an input spike to induce an output spike (and start the feedback loop)
increases with the number k of input spikes as:

Prob(k) = 1 ; (1 ;
4

10

)k

(2)

Figure 2: A) Peristimulus histogram showing the time-dependent probability of the
pRAM with self-feedback to be ring. The curve is an average over 500 runs of 100
time-steps. B) Spike raster representation of a series of individual runs of a pRAM
with self-feedback. The bottom gures show the input spike trains. The parameters
were 10 = 0:5 and 01 = 0:98. There is a transmission delay between the input-pRAM
producing random spike trains and the STM-pRAM. Other information in the text.
An example can be seen in gure 2 where 10 = 0:5. Again, the smooth average
curve hides an all-or-none behaviour. There are cases where even a large number of
successive input spikes will not initiate the loop. The smaller the value of 10, the
longer the input spike train must be to have a good chance to start a loop.

2.4 Stopping the loop

Let us assume that, after the end of the actual input, the persistent activity of a loop
is required only during a given time, for instance until it has been processed by a
later neuronal stage. We will also assume that the loop life-time is much longer than
the range of practically required retention times. How can the activity in the loop be
stopped at will ?
This can done by using a pRAM with a third input. The memory contents ij 1
must then all be set to zero. In this way, as soon as a spike arrives at the input 3,
no ring is possible and the loop is disrupted. This third input plays the role of an
5

inhibitory input.
This reseting technique is di erent from the one used in the recurrent short-term
memory proposed by [Zipser, 1991]. In his system, a zero input has to be memorized
in order to set the output to zero, and this state lasts only during the coherence time
of the system.

2.5 Gain

A feedback loop does not necessary imply an all-or-none behaviour of the system. Let
us consider an input made of a random spike train with a frequency x. In the general
case the output frequency y is given by [Bugmann and Taylor, 1993a]:
(3)
y(x) = 1 ; ( ; 00) ;+ (( 10 ;; 00); x + )  x
01
00
00
10
01
11
With the restrictions we have made on the values of the memory contents in section
2.1 this becomes:

y (x) = 1 ;

x

(4)
)x
which is the equation of a non-linear ampli er with gain 1=(1 ; 01 ) near to x = 0.
The amplifying properties of self-feedback loops are well known in analog electronics.
The di erence is that here it is not a continuous current which is fedback but a train of
discrete spikes. This system is not a current ampli er but a spike frequency ampli er.
01

; (1 ;

01

3 Self-sustained activity in biological systems
3.1 Underlying connectivity

The simplest neural network allowing a self-sustained ring is formed of an axon making
synapses in the dendritic tree of its own neuron. Such synapses, called \autapses", have
been described by Van der Loos and Glaser [1972] in some pyramidal cells in the striate
cortex and have been studied electrophysiologically in the olfactory bulb by Nicoll and
Jahr [1982]. Autapses have also been found in the motor cortex [Meyer, 1987]. There
are typically less than 10 autapses per neuron [Van der Loos and Glaser, 1972], which
represents a very small fraction of the total number of synapses. Most cells in layer
4 of the visual cortex receive less than this number of synapse from each LGN cell to
which they are connected [Freund et al., 1985]. Therefore, for excitatory postsynaptic
potentials (EPSP) of comparable size, the in uence of self-feedback may be rather
moderate, comparable to that of any other input. Self-feedback can increase the gain
of a neuron (see section 2.5), a function needed to preserve the output frequency level
of neurons with non-linear multiplicative transfer functions [Bugmann, 1991b] (see also
section 4.1). It is therefore possible that more autapses will be found in areas like
MST, where some neurons have highly non-linear transfer functions [Tanaka et al.,
1989], possibly realizing AND-functions [Verri et al., 1992].
As the number of feedforward synapses and autapses is small, the main excitatory
input to a cortical neuron comes from neigbouring neurons. Such \lateral"" connections
6

have been infered in the striate cortex from secondary EPSP's following brief electrical
stimulations of the LGN [Douglas and Martin, 1990]. While the primary EPSP's are
monosynaptic, the secondary EPSP's are trisynaptic, indicating the involvement of an
excitatory relay neuron in the cortex [Ferster, 1986]. The average latency between
primary and secondary EPSPs is approximately 5ms.
Some aspects of the sustained activity of cortical neurons can not be explained by
simple autapses and require a network of a certain complexity. For instance, in visual
area IT, the frequency of the sustained ring is decreasing with time [Fuster, 1990]. In
the prefrontal cortex, it is sometimes increasing [Funahashi et al., 1989]. It is not clear
how this could be reproduced with a simple feedback loop which, as we have seen in
section 2.2, would cause an all-or-none behaviour.
Not much is known about the details of the network causing the secondary EPSPs.
In visual area IT, cross-correlation analysis shows that these arise mainly from neighbouring neurons selective to di erent stimuli and with non-shared inputs [Gochin et
al., 1991]. Such a scheme would suggest an autoassociative function underlying the
sustained activity, similar to that postulated for the CA3 network in the hippocampus
[Rolls, 1990, Treves and Rolls, 1992], rather than a simple self-excitation.
However, self-feedback loops have been used in simulations as a simpli ed representation of multiple intracortical reexcitation and have allowed a good reproduction
of experimental data. For instance the temporal response pattern of the intracellular
potential of pyramidal neurons in V1 [Douglas and Martin, 1991] or the temporal low
pass ltering properties of pyramidal neurons in V1 [Maex and Orban, 1992] seem to
support the existence in the primary visual cortex of circuits functionally equivalent to
self-excitation. However, these are not necessarily those underlying STM.
In some cases, the sustained ring rate does not exceed 25Hz [Funahashi et al.,
1989]. If we take that as an indication of an average loop-time of 40ms we are faced
with the problem that the local circuit, with typically a loop-time of 5ms, may not
be the best candidate for explaining sustained ring. Another possibility would be
that the activity is maintained using inhibitory interneurons and afterhyperpolarization
rebounds [Steriade, 1984; Kirillov et. al, 1993]. Such circuits can exhibit quite long
loop-times. This problem of low sustained ring frequencies has attracted the attention
of some investigators analysing attractor neural networks [Amit and Tsodyks, 1991;
Bresslo and Taylor, 1993]. These models however use deterministic synapses and
propagate ring rates between neurons rather than spikes. Clearly, the details of the
STM circuitry need further investigations.

3.2 Control of short-term memory

The sustained ring of STM neurons lasts only for the time during which speci c
information is to be retained. There must therefore exist mechanisms for enabling and
reseting the loop at precise times. To our knowledge, there have been no experiments
investigating this point. An involvement of the basal ganglia is possible [Chevalier and
Deniau, 1990].
With regards to enabling, we can imagine various mechanisms. For instance, a
barrage of small EPSPs produced at distant synapses, for instance those in layer
I receiving feedback projections from other areas, could reduce the threshold and
7

facilitate ring in response to lateral or feed-forward input spikes. However, such an
input would also reduce the apparent leak resistance of the membrane [Bernander et
al., 1991] and reduce the temporal integration of other inputs. It is possible that there
would be a facilitatory e ect only for the detection of coincidence at proximal synapses.
An alternative would be to remove the feedback inhibition observed in all neurons, via
inhibition of interneurons, and allow the self-sustained ring.
With regards to stopping the loop, inhibition at the level of the axon hillock during
a certain time is a possibility. The inhibition must last a certain time because, with
multiple synapses, possibly located at di erent electrotonic distances on the dendritic
tree, or multiple neurons in a cluster, the last EPSP fed back can occur a certain time
after the end of ring. Simulations have shown that such an inhibition can increase
the membrane leakage by a factor of 2 [Douglas and Martin, 1990]. This does not
much reduce the amplitude of arriving EPSPs but it reduces the background potential
on which arriving EPSPs are building up. This can be an e ective way to increases
the actual threshold for ring. Another, more speculative, way would be to reduce the
synaptic transmission probability via an adequate neurotransmitter or neuromodulator.
However, it is not clear which neuromodulator could play such a role.
It may also be possible that cortico-thalamo-cortical feedback e ects may be involved, with additional control activity arising from the nucleus reticularis thalami [Taylor,
1992a, 1992b; Alavi and Taylor, 1992, 1993]. Such e ects go beyond the scope of the
level of the present discussion, however.
In all cases, there is evidence that external control signals are acting on STM
neurons. One hypothesis is that the local inhibitory network is controlled by projections
from other areas, so that sustained ring can be enabled depending on the computational needs. Such a hypothesis underlies our model for parallel and serial pattern
recognition in section 4.2.
Another hypothesis to be made when considering control of STM neurons, is that
the lifetime of the sustained activity must be considerably larger than the time scale at
which control is performed. By using a pool of STM neurons one can actually garantee
a minimum retention time during which there is almost never a spontaneous end of the
activity (see section 4.4).

3.3 Stochastic synapses

In real neurons, a spike arriving at a synapse will not systematically initiate the release
of neurotransmitter and produce an EPSP in the postsynaptic membrane. For instance,
in neurons of the spinal cord, the release probabilities have been estimated to be between
p = 8% and p = 44% depending on the fraction of synapses which are considered active
[Pun et al., 1986].
Often, the spike arriving from a source neuron is distributed to a certain number
k of synapses on the target neuron. This number is sometimes surprisingly small
(see section 3.1). This duplication of synapses leads to a higher e ective excitation
probability Pe . Let us assume that an input spike must produce a number n of near
simultaneous EPSP's at a pool of k synapses in order to initiate an output spike, then
Pe depends on k and n in the following way:
8

Pe = 1 ;

X Cjk(1 ; p)k;j pj

n;1
j =0

(5)

Cjk = j !(kk;! j )!
If these k synapses are autapse, then Pe is equivalent to

01 and the decay time
constant can be calculated as in section 2.2. If they are part of an excitatory circuit
involving relay-neurons, the synaptic release probability p must be multiplied by the
ring probability of the presynaptic relay neuron.
An important feature of such circuits is the probabilistic nature of the self-sustained
activity and its associated decay-time. In delayed matching or delayed response experiments, it has been reported that failures to perform the task correctly are associated
with a premature termination of the sustained activity [Funahashi et al., 1989]. Therefore, with short-term memory based on stochastic synapses, one may expect the
performance to decay as the demanded retention time increases. This is actually
observed [Fuster et al., 1981] although the decay curve is not a simple exponential
and may indicate the uses of a set of STM neurons rather than a single one (see section
4.4).
Theoretically, the lifetime of the sustained activity could also be controlled by
altering the neurotransmitter release probability of individual synapses. It is therefore tempting to explore if this release probability is part of the properties of neurons
subject to learning mechanisms. An indication that this property is at least variable is
the observation that silent synapses can become active [Redman, 1990].

4 Applications of short-term memory neurons
4.1 A neuronal AND-function

A neuron can operate as a coincidence detector, ring only if all its inputs receive
a spike during a small time-window. When information is coded as single spikes, this
operation is identical to the AND-operation of logical gates. However, when information
is coded by the frequency of random spike trains, the AND-function can formally not
be realized [Bugmann, 1991a]. For instance, when all inputs are active, say with a
frequency f1 coding for the logical level 1, the output frequency is given by the frequency
fc with which the coincidences occur. As this frequency is always smaller than f1
[Bugmann, 1991b], the output cannot reach the logical level 1 which would be expected
from an AND-function. Actually, the larger the number of inputs, the smaller the
output frequency and, for more than 20 inputs, the output frequency does not exceed
the background noise level [Bugmann, 1991b]. There are indications that the brain
uses neurons as coincidence detectors [Bugmann and Taylor, 1993b] but the associated
dramatic frequency drop is generally not observed. How is this possible ?
A solution to that problem is to assume that coincidence detecting neurons are
provided with a self-feedback loop. Such neurons have then a gain which can multiply
the number of spikes produced by each coincidence in order to compensate for the
frequency drop (see section 2.5).
9

Figure 3: A neural network with STM nodes and inhibitory recurent inhibition.
Neurons operate as coincidence detectors, producing an output spike only when all
m input neurons are ring and produce m synchronous spikes (in the gure, m = 4).
As soon as the rst output spike is produced, neurons enter a state of sustained ring
(the self-feedback circuit is not shown here). They also send an inhibitory reset signal
to interrupt the sustained ring of their m input neurons.

4.2 Parallel and serial pattern recognition

Some tasks performed by the brain are parallel, others are serial. For, instance,
recognizing the character \A" in an image is considered to be a parallel process performed by the visual system. But if an \A" has the size of a building or is observed
through a microscope with such a magni cation that only parts of it can be seen at any
time, then an observer will have to explore visually each part of the character before
being able to identify it. This exploration process is typically a serial one. How can
such di erent processes lead to the same nal state, the recognition of the character
\A" ? Are two convergent information processing systems needed ?
A solution to the serial/parallel problem is to assume that pattern recognition takes
place in a multilayer network of feature detecting neurons with STM properties ( gure
3). The operation of that network is exempli ed with the problem of recognizing a
character \A". Let us assume that there is a "grand-mother" cell for the character A
(Figure 4). This "A-cell" receives it inputs from feature detecting cells and operates
as an AND-gate. Only if all inputs representing the characteristics parts of the A are
active, then the A-cell will re.
10

Figure 4: Application of a neural network using short-term memory neurons to the
parallel and serial recognition of the character \A". In the parallel case, the entire
character can be seen at one time. In the serial case, only a small part of the character
can be seen at any time and recognition requires exploration of the image.
In the parallel processing case, the whole letter can be observed simultaneously.
All feature detectors are activated at the same time and the recognition takes place
immediately, as in a standard MLP network.
In the serial case, the features can also be detected (let us assume that their
detection is size invariant) but they cannot be presented simultaneously to the A-cell.
However, by using feature detecting cells with short-term memory, these can remain
active as long as the exploration lasts. In that way, at the end of the exploration, all
feature detecting cells are active at the same time and the A-cell can eventually re
(for simplicity we have omitted to discuss the coding of the spatial relation between
individual features which is in one case obtained from retinotopic mapping and, in the
other, from exploratory movements).
When the pattern has been recognized, the persistent activity of the feature-detecting cells is no longer necessary and can even be disturbing for future recognition tasks.
A good solution seems then to shut down these cells by sending an inhibitory feedback.
Such a system has interesting properties:
- It is self-timed because its computation or recognition speed is entirely determined by
the degree of synchronization of the inputs. It has been used as a model of the latencies
in the visual system [Bugmann and Taylor, 1993b]. Interestingly, the computation
speed is not a ected by the time delay in the feedback inhibition from the next layer.
The image information just ows through the network as fast as loops can be turned
on. The feedback delay however, reduces the frequency at which new images can be
processed because of the delayed resetting. As all inputs occurring before the feedback
11

arrives are treated as simultaneous, the feedback delay also determines the temporal
fusion threshold, the minimum time which must separate two images perceived as
distinct ( 30ms in the visual system [Poppel, 1987]).
- What happens when the character is unknown and no recognition can take place
? In that case, there is no resetting signal and the sustained activity of the feature
detecting neurons persists. Such a persistence could be used as a signal that there is a
problem in recognizing the character and be used to take some decision. For instance,
focusing more attention, searching for other cues or giving up. We may note that it
takes approximately 0.5sec before a neuronal activity becomes conscious [Libet, 1989].
Persistence could also be used by a \novelty detector" a la Grossberg [Grossberg and
Schmajuk, 1989].
- In the case of shared feature detectors, the postulated feedback signal is probably
too simple. For instance, after exploring the vertical bar of a "T" the network may
recognize an "I" and shut down the related feature detectors, preventing a subsequent
recognition of the "T". A more sophisticated feedback structure is certainly necessary.
Actually, nearly half of the cortical neurons (layer 5 and 6) are involved in computing
the feedback signals. This shows the importance and complexity of the task.
- If for some reason an output neuron in layer n is prevented from ring, input neurons
in the previous layer n ; 1 will exhibit sustained ring, inhibit neurons in the layer
n ; 2 and cause sustained ring in layer n ; 3. Let us transpose this to observations
in the delayed response experiments. We will assume that the output neuron codes
for the delayed response and is inhibited during the delay. Then, a sustained STM
behaviour would be observed among those neurons feeding into the response neuron.
By designing experiments involving the retention of information at various levels n0 of
information processing, one may be able to generate STM neurons at the levels n0 ; 1
and n0 ; 3. Our model would predict the observation of STM neurons in every second
layer.
How can we train a target cell to become an A-cell ? We may note that the existence
of self-feedback connections and interlayer inhibition does not a ect the selectivity of
a given neuron to the input conditions. Therefore, for the feedforward path, any of the
existing methods to train feedforward multilayer networks can be used.
The new aspect of the problem is to train the interlayer feedback projections and
to determine which input should be inhibited by the activity of a target cell. For
such a task, principles derived from classical conditioning could possibly be used. In
classical conditioning, a node previously active (CS) is linked to a node subsequently
activated by US (see section 4.4). For inhibitory connections, one could invert such a
rule. A node becoming active will be connected in an inhibitory way to all nodes which
are already active. For biological realism, since inhibitory synapses are not known to
be adaptive, inhibitory interneurons should be assumed, with excitatory synapses on
them being trained. It would also comply with the more complex feedback function
mentionned earlier. These are general ideas and future work is clearly needed.
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Figure 5: Sequence detector using STM neurons. The neuron on the right requires the
presentation of the pattern "B" and an input from the \A"-neuron to start ring.

4.3 Sequence recognition

With the previously described network ( gure 3), any sequence containing the characters \D", \O" and \G" would be recognized by a neuron tuned to \G O D". Therefore,
for certain recognition tasks, order-selective STM neurons are needed. We present here
a simple circuit with such a property.
The STM circuit in gure 5 stores the occurence of a sequence \AB". It uses a rst
STM neuron recognizing \A". Its output is used as an enabling signal for a second
STM neuron recognizing \B". Therefore, the neuron \B" can be activated only if the
neuron \A" is already ring. Thus, the simple addition of adequate lateral connections
in the network of the previous section makes it selective to the order of presentation of
the elements of a composite pattern.

4.4 A neuronal timer

In classical conditioning experiments the animal not only learns that a conditioning
stimulus (CS), for instance the sound of a bell, will be followed by an unconditional
stimulus (US), for instance food. It learns also when the US will occur after the CS.
Therefore, there is a neuronal mechanism which allows encoding and retrieving time
delays between events. A model has been proposed, using a set of spectral timing
functions based on biochemical mechanisms [Grossberg and Schmajuk, 1989]. Here we
propose a circuit using STM neurons which produces a burst of spikes after a given
time. It has the same timing properties as the gated signal used in Grossberg's model
and has stochastic properties providing a realistic basis for the Weber law relating
accuracy of timing and length of the time. Further, a large range of timing properties
can be achieved without requiring a large range of membrane time constants.
The circuit ( gure 6) is composed of a pool of m STM neurons triggered by the CS.
These have all the same lifetime and, while ring, produce a spike at each time-step.
All m STM neurons feed into an m-pRAM with parameters set to cause ring only if
the number of simultaneous input spikes is, say, between n + 1 and n ; 1. Therefore,
13

as the decaying number of active STM neurons approaches n, the pRAM will re a few
spikes.
Biologically, the role of the m-pRAM would be played by an interneuron inhibiting
a companion neuron. The threshold of the interneuron is set to cause ring only
when more than n inputs are active. The companion neuron is provided with an
after-hyperpolarization (AHP) mechanism [Steriade, 1984] such that, at the end of the
inhibition, the AHP rebound causes it to produce a burst of spikes. Another possible
circuit consists of a coupled neuron-interneuron receiving the same inputs from the
pool of STM neurons. The interneuron inhibits the neuron and has a slightly higher
threshold than the neuron. Thus, as the number of active STM neurons decreases, the
interneuron stops ring, allowing the neuron to produce a few spikes before the number
of STM neurons decreases further.

Figure 6: A neural timer. It consists of a set of m STM-neurons trigered by a stimulus.
The pRAM \T" res a few spikes when the number of active STM-neurons has decayed
to n (n < m).
The probability P (n; t) that the number of active STM neurons has decayed to n
at the time t = kt is given by:

P (n; t) = Cnme; nkt (1 ; e; k t )m;n
(6)
Examples of the function P (n; t) are shown in gure 7 in the case of the detection
of n = 5 or more active STM neurons in a pool of m = 5; 6; 7; 10; 15 or 20 STM neurons
having all the same lifetime  . The probability P (n; t) has its maximum at the time
14

tmax = ln(m=n). Interestingly, the most likely time of ring tmax can be controlled
by only varying the fan-in of the m-pRAM while keeping constant the threshold n and
the lifetime of the STM neurons.

Figure 7: Time-dependent probability that the number of active STM-neurons be
exactly n (in this case n = 5). As the pool m of STM-neurons becomes larger, it
takes a longer time before the number n is reached. In the calculations of these curves,
t was taken to be 1, and the time indicated on the horizontal axis is measured in
timesteps k. We used 01 = 0:98 corresponding to  = 49:5.
We may also look at the retention time of a short-term memory using a neuron
receiving inputs from m STM neurons and having a threshold set to cause ring as
long as n or more STM neurons among m are active. Here we call that a \t-neuron".
The probability M (n; t) that at least n STM neurons are still ring at time t = kt is
given by:

M (n; t) =

Xm P (i; t)

i=n

(7)

Examples of the function M (n; t) are given in gure 8 for various combinations of
n and m. We have chosen 01 = 0:98 and n = m=2 and it appears clearly that, the
larger the value of m, the more precise the timer will be. For a very large number m
of inputs, the function M (n; t) tends toward a step function with the activity ending
exactly at t = ln(m=n).

If the time of occurence of an input had to be estimated from the activity of a
single pRAM with self-feedback, then one could only say: "It has just happened" if
the unit is active or "It was a long time ago" if the unit is inactive. We see here
that a more precise time estimation can achieved by averaging the activity of a large
number of independent units. Using single neurons with self-feedback would be the
most economic way to realize a large number of such independent memories. It would
therefore be interesting to nd out if the number of true autapses is larger in regions
of the brain involved in time estimation. We may note that the use of electrotonic
junctions rather than chemical synapses may be a way to reduce the stochasticity in a
system and increase the lifetime of the activity in a loop.
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Figure 8: Time-dependent probability that n STM-neurons among m are in an active
ring state. As the number of neurons involved increases, the decay of the number of
active STM-neurons below n occurs in a smaller time-window and the timer becomes
more precise. The parameters are the same as in the previous gure.
There are various data on timing accuracy in humans and animals [Wearden,
1990,1992] and it might be interesting to nd out what combinations of n, m and
time constants  would best t these data.
In experiments by Fuster and coworkers [1981] monkeys which had to perform
a delayed response task showed a gradual decrease in performance as the retention
time increased. The performance curves remained at 100% for delays smaller than
8sec and showed a progressive downward in ection for increasing delays. A level of
approximately 85% was reached at a delay of 32sec. This is typical of a retention
strategy based on a pool of independent STM neurons. If a single STM neuron is
used, then the performance curve would show an exponential decay as in gure 2 or
the rst curve in gure 7. However, one may not exclude the possibility that such
non-exponential decays emerge as a result of the dynamics of networks of excitatory
neurons with threshold. It may also indicate a more complex retention strategy (See
for instance the eye movements during the delay in [Fuster et al., 1981]).
The use of stochastic short-term memory units for the identi cation of temporal
patterns has been suggested [Manevitz, 1992]. A model of temporal sequence learning,
retrieval and recognition using a pool of units with memory properties similar to those
of our t-neurons has been sucessfully applied to various problems [Reiss and Taylor,
1992].
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5 Conclusion
Whether biological short-term memories are based on self-feedback connections or use
lateral excitatory interconections in small clusters of neurons, we suggest that they
have a stochastic behaviour characterized by a lifetime. The mathematical analysis
of a pRAM neuron with self-feedback allows a simple description of the parameters
determining this lifetime. The pRAM neuron allows also a simple implementation of a
well controlled stochastic short-term memory.
We have outlined in this paper a number of interesting applications of neurons
with self-sustained activity. Using the frequency gain due to the self-feedback loop one
can conceive of a neuronal AND-function. Using the information storage property of
such neurons, one can conceive of a simple multilayer neural network with synchronous
and asynchronous pattern recognition capabilities. One can also construct a sequence
detector. Using the limited life-time of the sustained activity one can create powerful
timing circuits.
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